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COMPACTIFICATIONS OF LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS 
AND CLOSED SUBGROUPS 

A. T. LAU, P. MILNES AND J. S. PYM 

ABSTRACT. Let G be a locally compact group with closed normal subgroup 
N such that GIN is compact. In this paper, we construct various semigroup 
compactifications of G from compactifications of N of the same type. This 
enables us to obtain specific information about the structure of the compactifi· 
cation of G from the structure of the compactification of N . Our results seem 
to be interesting and new even when G is the additive group of real numbers 
and N is the integers. Applications and other examples are given. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A key technique in the study of locally compact groups has been to "induce" 
properties of a group from information about its closed subgroups. This has 
been dramatically successful in the theory of group representations (Mackey 
[22], Dixmier [10], Kirillov [20]). In a less exalted sphere, there are theories al-
lowing the extension of functions in various classes from a subgroup to the whole 
group (de Leeuw and Glicksberg [9], Dixmier [10], Henrichs [17], Berglund et 
al. [4]). In this paper, we shall also obtain results of the latter kind; though they 
will not be new, they will appear as corollaries to a new theory. Our principal 
concern is with semigroup compactifications (.Y~, '7F.9I.9, .91.9, etc.) of 
a group G and we show how to construct these from the same compactifica-
tions of a closed normal subgroup N provided that G / N is compact and that 
some further conditions are satisfied (which always are when G is commuta-
tive). As corollaries, besides results about extension of functions, we also find 
information about the structure of compactifications of G. 

We shall indicate the scope of our theory by describing its application in a 
special case, when G = lR and N = Z. Let 1= [0, 1]; then 1+ Z = lR. (More 
details are given in 5.3.) We interpret this as saying that lR can be obtained from 
Z by attaching a copy of I between each pair of points n, n + 1 (n E Z). If we 
take a universal compactification of Z, say Z'YN.9' (the weakly almost periodic 
compactification of Z), then our theory says that lR'YN.9' can be obtained by 
adjoining I between each pair x, x + 1 (x E Z'YN.9'). The same holds for 
other compactifications. Minimal left ideals in, say, lR2"~ can be obtained 
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from minimal left ideals in 7l5:''(f (= fJ71) by the same process. Results similar 
to these for 2YJ -compactifications have also been obtained recently by Filali 
[ 13]. 

To discuss functions, given x E JR, we write x = t + n with tEl, n E 7l. 
We shall find that f E 7r.9l9'(JR) if and only if both n --+ f(t + n) is in 
7r.9l9'(71) for each tEl, and the set of functions {t --+ f(t + n) I n E 7l} is 
equicontinuous in !f?(I). The analogous result holds for .?!f?, .919', and so 
on. 

This paper is organised as follows. In §2 we give some basic definitions and 
notations. In §3 we construct a locally compact semigroup from a semigroup 
compactification X of a closed normal subgroup N of a locally compact group 
G ; it is obtained as a quotient (G x X) / p of a semidirect product G x X. When 
G / N is compact, (G x X) / p is shown to be a semigroup compactification of 
G. In §4 the results of §3 are applied to characterize functions of various kinds 
on G in terms of functions of the same kind on N. §5 is devoted to examples. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

For notation and terminology we shall follow Berglund et al. [4, especially, 
or 3] as much as possible. Thus a topological semigroup is a semigroup S that 
is also a Hausdorff topological space, multiplication (s, t) --+ st: S x S --+ S 
being continuous. S is a semi topological semigroup if multiplication is only 
separately continuous, i.e., the maps s --+ st and s --+ ts from S into S 
are continuous for each s E S. For S to be right topological, only s --+ ts 
is required to be continuous. The spaces of almost periodic, weakly almost 
periodic, left continuous, distal, point distal and minimal ((>valued) functions 
are denoted by .919', 7r.9l9', .?!f?, !;g, 9'!;g and ./IJ/Y, respectively. The 
reader is reminded that, for a topological group G, .?!f? is just the space of 
bounded functions uniformly continuous with respect to the right uniformity of 
G [18, p. 21]. Also, the first four of these spaces are left m-introverted; 9'!;g 
and ./IJ/Y are not left m-introverted, in general, but 9'!;g is a translation 
invariant C*-subalgebra of .?!f? , while ./IJ/Y, although translation invariant, 
need not be a linear space. Other references for these spaces are: de Leeuw and 
Glicksberg [8] and Burckel [5] for .919' and 7r.9l9'; Mitchell [26] for .?!f? 
(which is called .?W!f? in [26] and elsewhere); and J. Auslander and Hahn[I], 
L. Auslander and Hahn [2], Flor [14] and Knapp [21] for !;g, 9'!;g and ./IJ/Y . 

Throughout this paper G will denote a locally compact group with identity 
e. A semigroup compactification of G is a pair (!fI, X) , where X is a compact 
right topological semigroup with identity 1 and !fI: G --+ X is a continuous 
homomorphism with !fI(G)- = X and 

!fI(G) c A(X) := {x E X I y --+ yx, X --+ X is continuous}. 
A(X) is called the topological center of X. When no confusion can arise, we 
often refer to (!fI, X) , or even to X, as a compactijication of G. The reader 
is directed to [4, §3.1] for the correspondence between compactifications and 
left m-introverted subalgebras of !f? (G) , and for a discussion of properties P 
of compactifications and associated universal mapping properties. (Other ref-
erences for the concept of introversion are Day [7] and Mitchell [25].) For 
the purposes of illustration, we mention here only that GW'.9I!Jl', the weakly al-
most periodic compactification of G or the 7r.9l9'-compactification of G, is 
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regarded as the spectrum of '7F~ .9(G). One property of compactifications 
(If/ ,X) with respect to which GW.9I.9' is universal is: X is a semitopologi-
cal semigroup. Another is: If/*(~(X)) C '7F~ .9(G). (See [8, §5, or 4 or 3].) 
In general, the compactification corresponding to a left m-introverted subal-
gebra !T is (e,~), where e: G ---- ~ is the evaluation mapping; then 
e*(~(~)) =!T. 

A compactification (If/, X) has the joint continuity property if the function 

(s, x) ---- If/(s)x: (G x X) ---- X 
is continuous. We state first a consequence of Ellis's Theorem [11, or 4, Theo-
rem B.1]. 

2.1 Lemma. Every compactijication of a locally compact group G has the joint 
continuity property. 

Immediately from the definitions we get 

2.2 Lemma. If (If/ ,X) is a compactijication of G, then both x ---- x If/(s) and 
x ---- If/(s)x are continuous for s E G. 

The next lemma collects some well-known results for easy reference. 

2.3 Surjectivity Lemma. Let Sand T be semigroups and let fJ: S ---- T be a 
surjective homomorphism. 
(i) Let each of Sand T have a minimal left ideal and a minimal right ideal. 

(a) If L is a minimal left ideal in S, fJ(L) is a minimal left ideal in T. 
(b) If R is a minimal right ideal in S, fJ(R) is a minimal right ideal in T. 
(c) If M is the minimal ideal in S, fJ(M) is the minimal ideal of T. 
(d) If G is a maximal group in the minimal ideal of S, fJ(G) is a maximal 

group in the minimal ideal of T . 
Furthermore, the mappings L ---- fJ(L) , etc., in (a)-(d) of ideals in S to ideals 

in T or of groups in S to groups in T are surjective. 
(ii) Let Sand T have topologies with T compact, let fJ be continuous, and 
suppose there is a compact K ~ S with fJ(K) = T. 

(a) If S is right topological, T is right topological. 
(b) If S is left topological (analogously defined), T is left topological. 
(c) If S is semitopological, T is semitopological. 
(d) If S is topological, T is topological. 
(e) If s ---- sx is continuous in S, t ---- tfJ(x) is continuous in T. 
(f) If s ---- xs is continuous in S, t ---- fJ(x)t is continuous in T. 

Proof. (i)(a) Surjectivity implies that fJ(L) is a left ideal. Let L' ~ fJ(L) be a 
left ideal. Then fJ- I (L') n L is a left ideal contained in L, so is equal to L; 
thus L ~ fJ-I(L'). So fJ(L) ~ L' , and fJ(L) = L'. To establish the last claim 
of (i), let LI be a minimal left ideal of T. Then fJ-I(Ld is a left ideal of S, 
hence contains a minimal left ideal of S, which fJ must map onto LI . 

The proof of (b) is similar. (c) follows as M = LR for any minimal left 
ideal L and minimal right ideal R. (d) follows as G = RL for some minimal 
left ideal L and minimal right ideal R. 

(ii) We prove (e) first. Let {tal C T be a net converging to t. We prove 
any subnet of {tal has a further subnet which, when multiplied on the right by 
fJ(x) , converges to tfJ(x) (and that finishes the proof). For each 0: take Sa in 
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K with O(s",) = t",. Given a subnet {sp} of {s",} , we can find a further subnet 
{Sy} converging to some s E K. Then 

tyO(x) = O(Sy)O(x) = O(Syx) -> O(sx) = O(s)O(x) = to(x). 

The proof of (f) is similar. (a), (b) and (c) follow from (e) and (f). The proof 
of (d) is left to the reader. 0 

3. THE QUOTIENT SEMIGROUP 

Let G be a locally compact group with closed normal subgroup N, and 
let (If/, X) be a compactification of N. As in Hahn [16, §5], we let p be the 
equivalence relation on GxX with equivalence classes {(sr- I , If/(r)x) IrE N}. 
Thus 

(s, x) p (t, y) if and only if t- I sEN and If/(t-I s)x = y. 

n will denote the quotient map from G x X onto the quotient space (G x X) / p . 
Clearly n is one-to-one on {e} x X , so it is meaningful to identify X ~ {e} x X 
with its image in (G x X)/ p. We will often do this. It is important for this 
work that (G x X)/ p is locally compact and Hausdorff. For completeness, we 
give proofs of these facts. The technical details are collected in the next lemma. 

3.1 Lemma. (i) The graph of p is closed. 
(ii) n: G x X -> (G x X)/ p is an open mapping. 
(iii) (G x X) / p is Hausdorff. 
(iv) Let K be a compact subset of G and let L = KN. Then n(K x X) is 

compact and equals n(L x X). 
Proof. (i) To verify that the graph of p is closed, let (s"" x",) -> (s, x) and 
(t"" y",) -> (t, y) in G x X with (s"" x",) p (t"" y",) , i.e., 

r;;ls",EN and 1f/(t;;IS",)X",=y"" 

for all 0:. Then t;;ls", -> rls, which is in N, since N is closed. The 
joint continuity property of X implies that 1f/(t;;IS",)X", -> If/(t-IS)X, hence 
If/ (t-I s)x = y , as required. 

(ii) To prove that n is open, let 0 C G x X be open. We must show that 
A := n- I (n(O)) , the union of the p-classes of the members of 0, is open in 
G x X ~ Let (t, y) E A, (t, y) = (S,-I , If/(r)x) for an (s, x) E 0 and r EN. 
Let V c G and W c X be open and satisfy (s, x) E V x W c O. Then 
Vr- I x If/(r)W is open in G x X, contains (t, y), and is contained in A. 

(iii) Suppose that PI = n(s, x) and P2 = n(t, y) are points of (G x X)/ p 
such that every neighbourhood of PI meets every neighbourhood of P2 . We 
must show that PI = P2 . Since the openness of n implies, for example, that 
{n( U) I U is a neighbourhood of (s , x)} is a neighbourhood base for PI , there 
exist nets {(s""x"')} and {(t""y",)} converging in GxX to (s,x) and (t,y), 
respectively, and also satisfying (s"" x",) p (t", ,y",) for all 0:. But the graph of 
p is closed, so (s, x) p (t, y) , i.e., PI = P2 , as required. 

(iv) Since n is continuous and K is compact, n(K x X) is compact; it 
remains to show that n(K x X) = n(L x X). But, if (t, x) E L x X, t = sr 
for an s E K and r EN, and n(t, x) = n(s, If/(r)x) E n(K x X). 0 
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3.2 Proposition. The quotient space (G x X) / p is locally compact and Hausdorff. 
If G / N is compact, then (G x X) / p is compact. 
Proof. Lemma 3.1(iii) asserts that (G x X)/ p is Hausdorff. The local com-
pactness of (G x X)/ p is established by noting that n(V x X) is a compact 
neighbourhood of n(s, x), if V is a compact neighbourhood of s. 

The second claim follows from Lemma 3.1 (iv) and the fact that compactness 
of G / N is equivalent to the existence of a compact KeG such that G = K N ; 
see [9, 5.24(b)]. 0 

Let Il: G ~ G x X be defined by Il(S) = (s, 1) (where 1 is the identity of 
X). 

3.3 Lemma. nOll isa continuous map from G onto n(Gxlf/(N)). Furthermore, 
if If/ is a homeomorphism of N into X, then nOll is also a homeomorphism; 
moreover, G is homeomorphic to an open subset of (G x X) / p . 
Proof. As the composition of continuous maps, nOll is continuous. It is onto; 
for, if (s, If/(r)) E G x If/(N) , then (s, If/(r)) p (sr, 1). Suppose If/ is injective. 
Then, if (s, 1) P (t, 1), we have If/(t-I se) = 1 ,i.e., s = t; so nOll is injective. 
Suppose If/ is a homeomorphism of N into X. Then If/ is open, since N is 
locally compact. To prove that nOll is also open, take open V c G. We must 
show that W := n-I(n 0 Il(V)) is open in G x X. But 

W = {(s, x) I (s, x) P (t, 1) for some t E V} 

= {(s, x) It-Is E Nand If/(t-IS)X = 1 for some t E V}. 

The equality in the last set implies that x = If/(S-I t) , and so W is just 
{(s, If/(r)) E G x IfI(N) I sr E V}, 

which is open in G x X ,since If/: N ~ X is open. 0 

If N is a closed normal subgroup of G, we define as(r) = S-I rs for s E G 
and r EN. A compactification X of N is said to be compatible with G if 
each as extends to a continuous function from X into X, i.e., if {If/(as(r",))} 
converges in X whenever {If/(r",)} does. Compatibility implies that each as 
determines a continuous transformation of X, for which we use the same nota-
tion as. In 5.5, we present some examples of noncompatible compactifications. 
3.4 Lemma. Suppose that the compactification X of N is compatible with G. 
Then, for each s E G, as is a continuous automorphism of x. 
Proof. Since as(N) = N, as must be a homeomorphism of X onto X (with 
inverse arl ). We show as is a homomorphism. First, we have 

for x, y E If/(N) . Since X is a right topological semigroup with If/(N) c A(X) , 
we conclude that (*) holds for x E If/(N) , y EX, and then that (*) holds for 
all x, y EX, as required. 0 

If N is a closed normal subgroup of G and the compactification X of N 
is compatible with G, a semidirect product multiplication on G x X may be 
defined by 

(s, x)(t, y) = (st, at(x)y). 
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(This semidirect product formulation seems forced on us at this juncture, no 
doubt by the one-sided continuity of the setting. It is not the usual one, as in 
[4 and 18]. For other purposes in this paper we will follow [4 and 18], taking 
G = G1 X G2 , where G2 acts on G1 with the product given by 

(s, t)(SI , td = (sGt(sd, ltd.) 

3.5 Lemma. Let G, N and X be as just described. Then G x X is a right 
topological semigroup. Also the map 

((s, r), (t, y)) -+ (st, f/I(Gt(r))y): (G x N) x (G x X) -+ G x X 

is continuous. Furthermore, the equivalence relation p is a congruence. 
Proof. The continuity conclusions are easily established using Ellis's Theorem. 
We prove that p is a congruence. Suppose that (s, x) p (t, y) and (u, z) E 
G x X. Then r1s E Nand f/I(t-IS)X = y, so that, for example, 

(s, x)(u, z) = (su, Gu(x)z) P (tu, Gu(Y)z) = (t, y)(u, z), 

which follows because (tU)-ISU = u-1t-lsU E Nand 

f/I((tU)-ISU)Gu(x)z = Gu(f/I(t-IS)X)Z = Gu(Y)z. 0 

3.6 Theorem. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of G and let X be a com-
pactifi,cation of N that is compatible with G. Then (G x X) / p is a locally 
compact, right topological semigroup, and a compactification of G if G / N is 
compact. Also, (G x X) / P has the following universal property. Let (rp, Y) 
be a semigroup compactifi,cation of G such that the restriction of rp to NeG 
extends to a continuous homomorphism tp: X -+ Y in such a way that for each 
s E G and x E X 

tp(Gs(X)) = rp(S-1 )tp(x)rp(s). 

Then there is a (unique) continuous homomorphism t): (G x X)/ p -+ Y such 
that t) 0 1C 0 Ii = rp, where Ii(S) = (s, 1) E G x X and 1C: G x X -+ (G x X)/ p 
is the quotient map. 
Proof. The first claims have been established in Lemmas 3.2-3.5. 

To prove the universal property, we first define t)o: G x X -+ Y by t)o(s, x) = 
rp(s)tp(x). t)o is continuous, since Y is a compactification of G, and also a 
homomorphism, as is readily verified. t) is obtained as a quotient of t)o by 
showing that t)o is constant on p-classes of G x X . The verification of this is 
also left to the reader. 0 

Let P be a property of compactifications which admits universal P-
compactifications (at least for locally compact groups G). Let 9 = g(G) 
be the left m-introverted subalgebra of Y~(G) whose spectrum ~ is the 
universal P-compactification. (See [4], especially §3.3, for this.) In the next 
theorem, we consider properties P of compactifications that satisfy an addi-
tional condition. This condition is satisfied by most of the properties mentioned 
in [4, §§3.5, 3.10 and 3.13]. In particular, it is satisfied if the property P of 
compactifications (f/I, X) is that X is semi topological, topological, or a group. 
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3.7 Theorem. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of G with G / N compact. 
Suppose that P is a property of compacti/lcations such that ('I'I N, 'I' (N) -) is 
a P-compacti/lcation of N whenever ('I', G) is a P-compacti/lcation of G. 
Suppose that the universal P-compacti/lcation (e, N9) is compatible with G. 
If (G x N.9) / P has property P (as a compacti/lcation of G) , then (G x N.9) / p ~ 
~. 
Proof. We show that (G x N.9)/ p solves the universal mapping problem for 
P-compactifications of G. Let ('I', X) be such a compactification. Since 
('I'IN, 'I'(N)-) is a P-compactification of N, it follows from the universal prop-
ertyof N.9 that 'l'IN extends to a continuous homomorphism if/: N.9 ---- X. 
We first show that 

for all s E G and x E N.9. Indeed, for fixed s E G, both sides represent 
homomorphisms of N.9 into X; both sides are continuous in x (for (is is 
continuous by compatibility, and the right-hand side by Lemma 2.2); and the 
two expressions coincide on the dense subspace N (on which if/ = '1'). 

Now the map 'I' x if/: G x N.9 ---- X defined by 
'I' x if/(s, x) = 'I'(s)if/(x) 

is continuous (Lemma 2.1) and a homomorphism, since 
'I' x if/((s, x)(t, y)) = 'I' x if/(st, (it(x)y) = 'I'(st)if/((it(x)y) 

= 'I'(s) 'I'(t) if/((it(x)) if/(y) = 'I'(s)'I'(t)'I'(t-l )if/(x) 'I'(t) if/(y) 
= 'I'(s) if/(x) 'I'(t)if/(y) = 'I' x if/(s, x) 'I' x if/(t, y). 

Also 'I' x if/ is constant on p-classes, as, if (s, x) p (t, y) so that r 1 sEN 
and e(t-1s)x = y, then 

'I' x if/(s, x) = 'I'(s)tiI(x) = 'I'(t)'I'(t-1 s)if/(x) 
= 'I'(t)if/ 0 e(t-Is)if/(x) = 'I'(t)if/(e(t-Is)x) 
= 'I'(t)if/(y) = 'I' x if/(t, y). 

Thus, the quotient of 'I' x if/ gives the required continuous homomorphism 
(G x N.9)/p ____ X. 0 

In some situations, we want to be able to conclude that the right topological 
semigroup (G x X)/ p of 3.6 is also left topological. To reach this conclusion 
by the methods above, it is necessary to assume as well that the map s ----
(is (x) : G ---- X is continuous for all x E X (although, as will be seen later 
(4.5), we are sometimes able to reach this conclusion with a less restrictive 
assumption). 
3.8 Lemma. Let X be a compacti/lcation of N compatible with G. Suppose 
that s ---- (is(x) is continuous for all x EX. Then 

(s, x) ---- (is(x): G x X ---- X 
is continuous. 
Proof. Since (s, x) ---- (is(x) is a group action, this is a consequence of Ellis's 
Theorem. 0 

We now deal with some specific compactifications. 
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3.9 Theorem. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of G with GIN compact. 
(i) (G x N.:?'?l)lp ~ c.:?'?l. 
(ii) (G x Nsg)lp ~ ~. 
(iii) If s ---+ (Js (x): G ---+ N'7F.9f.9' is continuous for all x E N'7F.9f.9' , then 

(G x N'7F.9f.9') I p ~ G'7F.9f.9'. 

(iv) If s ---+ (Js (x): G ---+ N.9f.9' is continuous for all x E N.9f.9' , then 
(G x N.9f.9')lp ~ G.9f.9'. 

Proof. For each of these we apply Theorem 3.7, noting first that the property P 
of compactifications ('II, X) that we are dealing with is, for the various parts: 

(i) no further restriction on compactification ('II, X) . 
(ii) X is a group. 
(iii) X is a semitopological semigroup. 
(iv) X is a topological semigroup. 

One easily concludes that these properties satisfy the extra condition in the 
statement of Theorem 3.7, noting for (ii) that a closed subsemigroup S of a 
compact right topological group X is a group (which follows from the fact 
that the identity of a maximal subgroup SI in the minimal ideal of S will 
have to be the identity of G, hence S = SI). The universal properties of the 
compactifications of N mentioned in the statement of the theorem imply that 
these compactifications are compatible with G. The arguments required are 
fairly general and will serve to show that many universal compactifications of 
N are compatible with G; we give the details for (iii). Let e: N ---+ N'7F.9f.9' 
be the evaluation map, e(r)(f) = fer) for r EN, f E N'7F.9f.9' . For s E G, the 
map eO(Js is a continuous homomorphism of N into a compact semitopological 
semigroup. By the universal property of N'7F.9f.9' [8, or 1, 4.2.11], eo (Js factors 
through N'7F.9f.9': there is a continuous homomorphism v: N'7F.9f.9' ---+ N'7F.9f.9' 
such that e 0 (Js = V 0 e. v is the continuous function extending (Js that is 
required by the definition of compatibility. 

Since (G x N.:?'?l) I p is a compactification of G (3.6), the proof of (i) is 
complete, as is that of (ii) once we note that, since Ng is a group, (G x Ng) I p , 
the quotient by a congruence of a semidirect product of groups is also a group. 

To finish the proof of (iii), we need only note that, since N'7F.9f.9' is a semi-
topological semigroup, so is G x N'7F.9f.9' (using 3.8), and also (G x N'7F.9f.9') I p 
(2.3(ii)(c)). The proof of (iv) is similar. 0 

The results of 3.9 have analogues for some "nonsemigroup" compactifica-
tions, for example, for the spectra ofleft translation invariant C*-subalgebras of 
2'~. ,99 and maximal subalgebras L of LJA' are this kind of subalgebra, 
and they need not be left m-introverted, so their spectra need not be semigroup 
compactifications. (We point out that such an algebra L consists of functions 
of the form s ---+ h(el(s)v) , where (el' Xd is the 2'~-compactification, v is 
a fixed idempotent in a fixed minimal left ideal L C XI, and h E ~(L); see 
[4, §4.8, especially 4.8.3].) 

For, let ;y = ;yeN) be such a subalgebra of 2'~(N), with spectrum X := 
NJP' and evaluation map e: N ---+ X. (Then e*(~(X)) = ;Y.) The product 
of an arbitrary pair of elements of X may be impossible to define in a useful 
way, but, for r E N and x EX, e(r)x is defined by e(r)x(f) = x(Lrf) for all 
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f E J'1' (where Lrf is the left translate of f by r, Lrf(rt} = f(rlr)). Then 
(r, x) -> e(r)x: N x X -> X is an action (e(rrt}x = e(r)(e(rt}x)) and (N, X) 
is a flow (as in [12, 9.2 tr.]). In particular, a multiplication m is induced on 
e(N) and e is a homomorphism of N onto e(N). There is a peculiar aspect 
of m in the case of L, when X ~ Land e: r -> el(r)1I E L. m need not 
agree with the multiplication L has as a subsemigroup of the compactification 
XI; e(N) need not even be a subsemigroup of L for this latter multiplication! 
The two multiplications will agree on e(N) if N is abelian. 

We may now proceed, as above (and in [16]), to define the equivalence rela-
tion p on GxX, and the conclusions of Lemmas 3.1-3.3 can still be established 
in this setting. Also the fact that (s, e(r)) P (Sl' e(rt}) and (t, x) P (tl, xt} 
will imply 

(s, e(r))(t, x) := (st, e(t-Irt)x) p (Sltl' e(tilrltl)xl) = (Sl' e(rt})(tl' xt}. 

Thus (s, (t, x)) -> (st, x): G x ((G x X)/p) -> (G x X)/p is an action and 
( G, Y) := (G, (G x X) / p) 

is a flow in which (N, X) is canonically embedded via x -> (e, x). (More 
precisely, x maps to {(r,e(r-I)x) I rEN},the p-classof (e,x).) 

Here are our analogues of 3.9. We present 3.9(ii) again, as it fits nicely into 
this context as well. 

3.10 Theorem. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of G with G / N compact. 
(i) (G x Nf:g)/p ~ ~. 
(ii) (G x N.9'f:g)/p ~ ~f:g. 
(iii) (G x NL)/ p ~ aL. 

Proof. We start with some details for (ii). (The middle author thanks Professor 
T.-S. Wu for correspondence on these matters some years ago, in particular, for 
the reference [16].) Let e: N -> N.9'f:g be the evaluation mapping. Then NgJ;:g 
is the universal minimal point distal flow of N with 1 = e(e) as distal 
point. To see this, we show first that the flow (N, N.9'f:g) with action 

(r, x) -> e(r)x: N x N.9'f:g -> N.9'f:g 

is minimal and point distal with 1 as distal point. If the flow is not minimal, 
there is an x E NgJ;:g with e(N)x not dense in N.9'f:g; one sees easily how to 
get a function f E .9~ (N) ~ ~ (N.9'f:g) , f not equal to the constant function 
1, with a net of right translates converging pointwise to 1. But such an f is 
not in .9~(N), a contradiction. Next, if the flow is not point distal with 
1 = e(e) as distal point, there are x, XI E NgJ;:g and ira} C N with e(ra) -> 

XI and e(ra)x -> XI. Let f E .9~(N) ~ ~(N.9'f:g) be 1 at e(e) and 0 at x, 
and let {e (u p)} converge to x. Then (the pointwise limit) h: = limp Ru,J 
is not equal to f, but lima Rrah = lima Rraf, i.e., f ~ .9~(N), the same 
contradiction. 

Now, for the universal property, let (N, X) be a minimal point distal flow 
with x E X as distal point. Each function j: r -> f(rx) for an f E ~(X) is in 
.9~(N); one sees this by applying [29, Proposition 2.1] to {f(· xt} I XI EX}, 
which is just the pointwise closure of RN j , the set of right translates of j. The 
required map of NgJ;:g onto X is the adjoint of the injection f -> j: ~(X) -> 

.9~(N) . 
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Continuing, we show that (G, (G x N9Jg)/ p) is minimal point distal with 
(the p-c1ass of) (e, 1) as distal point. The minimality follows from that of 
(N,Ng>g): 

{(str- I , e(r)x) I s E G, r E N} 

is dense in G x NY'E# for all (t, x) E G x NY'E#. For the point distality, we 
assume that we have a net {t",} C G and (t, x) such that 

(t"" (e, 1)) = (to:, 1) -+ (tl, xd and (to:, (t, x)) = (to:t, x) -+ (tl, xd· 

(Convergence here and throughout this proof is in (G x Ng>g)/ p unless spe-
cific mention is made to the contrary. Of course, convergence of a net in 
G x Ng>g implies the convergence of its image, under the quotient map 7l, in 
(G x Ng>g)/ p.) We must show (e, 1) p (t, x). Let KEG be compact with 
KN = G, and let each t", = s",r", for an s'" E K and r", EN. Then, without 
loss of generality, we may assume that 

(t"" 1) P (to:r;;l, e(r",)) = (s"" e(r",)) -+ some (t2, X2) E K x NY'E# 

(convergence in K x NY'E#). Similarly, 

(t",t, x) P (to:tu;;l, e(u",)x) -+ some (t3, X3) 

(convergence in K x Ng>g) for a suitable net {u"'} eN. Of course, 

(tl, xd P (t2' X2) P (t3, X3) , 

so (t3r-l, e(r)x3) = (t2, X2) for some r EN. Now, with v'" := ru", , we have 

(t",tv;;l, e(vo:)x) -+ (t2, X2) 

in KxNY'E#. Thus, ro:tv;;1 = (t",r;;I)-I(to:tv;;I)-+e in G,whichimpliesthat 
e E tN, since N is normal, i.e., tEN. Finally, 

e(vo:t-I)1 = e(v",t-Ir;;l r",) = e(v",t-Ir;;l)e(ro:) -+ X2 

and e(v",t-I)(e(t)x) -+ X2 (convergence in NY'E# both times), so e(t)x = 1 and 
(e, 1) p (t, x), as required. 

The method of proof of 3.7 can now be applied to show that (G x Ng>g)/ p 
has the universal property of aY'E# , hence must be (isomorphic to) ~ . This 
completes the proof of (ii). 

Proofs of (i) and (iii) can be given along similar lines. However, (i) has been 
dealt with in 3.9(ii), and we can prove (iii) quickly by citing 4.2(ii) below, which 
(along with [12, Proposition 7.13 tr.]) gives the result fairly explicitly. 0 

4. ApPLICATIONS: A STRUCTURE THEOREM AND FUNCTION' SPACES 

We now present two (theoretical) applications of our main results. We shall 
tum to specific groups in the next section. The idea of the first is that, if we 
can construct the compactification aY' from NY', then we shouldbe able to 
obtain structural features of aY' -such as minimal ideals-from those of NY' . 
The second application says the same for the function spaces associated with 
the compactifications: !Jll(G) must be obtainable from !Jll(N). We begin with 
a lemma. 
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4.1 Lemma. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3.7. Suppose that the compact 
group GjN with quotient map :n:l: G ----> GjN has property P, so that there is 
a canonical extension ({J: (G x N9')jp ~ G9' ----> GjN. Then ({J-l(l) = N9' (or, 
more precisely, ({J-l(l) = :n:({e} x N9'), where :n:: G x N9' ----> (G x N9')jp is 
the quotient map). 
Proof. The extension hypothesis means that :n:l = ({J o:n: 0 f.l , i.e., that :n:l factors 
through GxN9' and (GxN9')jp (notation as in 3.6). SO,since :n:,I(l)=N,it 
follows that (({J o:n:) -1 ( 1) is the closure of the union of the p-classes of members 
of f.l(N) , i.e., (({J 0 :n:)-1(1) = N x N9' . Hence 

((J-l(l) = :n:(N x N9') = :n:( {e} x N9'). 0 

4.2 Theorem. Let P be such that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 
4.1 are satisfied, so that (G x N9')j p ~ G9'. Consider N9' to be a subset of 
G.'?i' . Let KeG be compact with KN = N K = G, and let Ko :=:n: 0 f.l(K) be 
the image of K in (G x N9')j p. 

(i) Every idempotent of G9' is in N9'. If the idempotents of G9' or of N9' 
form a semigroup, then the two sets of idempotents are isomorphic semigroups. 

(ii) L is a minimal left ideal of G9' if and only if there is a minimal left ideal 
Lo of N9' with L = KoLo. The corresponding assertion holds for minimal right 
ideals (R = RoKo) and the minimal ideal (M = KoMoKo). 

(iii) Suppose there is a continuous homomorphism t ----> r(t): G ----> N with 
(1t = (1r(t) for all t E G. Then A( G9') = Ko . A(N9') . 
Proof. (i) The homomorphism ({J of Lemma 4.1 must map idempotents to 1, 
the only idempotent in the group GjN. The conclusion follows easily. 

(ii) We apply the Surjectivity Lemma 2.3 with S = G x N9', T = G9' and 
e = :n: , the quotient map from G x N9' onto G.'?i'. The minimal left ideals of 
G x N9' are precisely the sets of the form G x Lo with Lo a minimal left ideal 
in N9' . The minimal left ideals L of G9' are therefore of the form 

:n:( G x Lo) = :n:( G x {I}) • :n:( {e} x Lo) = :n: 0 f.l( G) . Lo 
= :n: 0 f.l(KN) . Lo = Ko . (:n: 0 f.l(N» . Lo = KoLo. 

To apply the same method to right ideals, we must first find the minimal 
right ideals of G x N9'. So, let R be a minimal right ideal in G x N9' , let 
(s, x) E R, and let Rl be a minimal right ideal of N9' . Then Ro := (1S-1 (X)Rl 
is also a minimal right ideal of N9' and 

{ e} x Ro = (s , x) ( {s - I} x R d c R , 
hence R = ({e} x Ro)' (G x N9') = UsEG(s, (1s(Ro». Sets of the last form are 
minimal right ideals of G x N9' ; one sees this using the fact that each (1s, being 
a continuous automorphism of N9' (3.4), maps Ro onto a minimal right ideal 
of N9' (2.3(i)(b». The latter result quoted tells us also that the minimal right 
ideals of G9' are precisely the sets of the form R := :n:(UsEG( {s} x (1s(Ro»). 
Now let x E Ro and let {r",} c N be such that e(ra) ----> x (where e is the ho-
momorphism of N into N9' ).Then, since N9' and G9' are compactifications, 
we get 

:n:(s, (1s(x» = :n:(s, 1):n: (e, li;ne(s-l ras ») = li;n:n:((s, l)(e, e(s-lras») 

=li;n:n:(SS-l ras , 1)= (li;n:n:(r,,, l)):n:(s, 1)=:n:(e,x):n:(s, 1) = x:n: 0 f.l(s). 
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Hence R = Us(Ro·no#(s)) = Ro·no#(G) = Ro·no#(NK) = Ro·no#(N)·Ko = 
RoKo· 

The characterization of the minimal ideal is now easy, for 

M = LR = KoLoRoKo = KoM Ko. 
(iii) Multiplication in G x N9' is given by 

(s, x)(t , y) = (st, O"t(x)y). 

We first prove that A(G x N.9') = G X A(N.9'). It is easy to see that (s, 1) E 
A(GxN.9') , if s E G. Therefore, if (s, x) E A(GxN.9') , so also is (S-I, l)(s,x) 
= (e, x). This implies that x E A(N.9'). So A(G X N.9') ~ G X A(N.9'). 

To prove the reverse inclusion, we observe that, in the present setting, O"t(x) E 
A(N.9') for t E G and x E A(N.9') (2.3(ii)(f)), and the map 

t -+ O"t(x) = O"r(t)(x) = e(r(t)-I)xe(r(t)) 

is continuous from G to A(N.9'). That (s, x) E A(G X N.9') if x E A(N.9') 
follows from the joint continuity property of compactifications. 

Using 2.3(ii)(f) again, we now conclude that 

A(G.9');2 n(G x A(N.9')) = n(G x {I})· A(N.9') 
= no #(K) • e(N) • A(N.9') = Ko • A(N.9') 

(as e(N) c A(N.9')). Finally, if x E A(~), take an s E G with n(s-I, l)x E 
N.9' (which is possible, GIN being a group). Since n(s-I, 1) E ~ , we find 

n(s-I , l)x E A( G.9') n N.9' ~ A(N.9'). 

So, x=n(s, 1)·n(s-I, I)XEKo ·A(N.9'). 0 

4.3 Remarks. (i) The reader will have noticed that, in 4.2, the maximal groups 
in the minimal ideal of ~ have not been described in terms of those of N.9' . 
This is because the best we seem to be able to do in general is to observe that 
such a subgroup H of ~ will have the form H = RL = RoKoLo (notation as 
in 4.2), which is not very satisfactory. However, if K is in the (algebraic) center 
of G or, more generally, if Ko is in the center of ~ , then H = RL = KoHo = 
HoKo = HoKoHo, where Ho := RoLo is a maximal subgroup in the minimal 
ideal of N.9' . We get the same conclusion in settings where the minimal ideal 
is a group (e.g., weakly almost periodic compactifications). 

(ii) The conditions of 4.2(iii) are satisfied if N is in the center of G, in 
which case o"s = 1 for all s E G, or if G is a direct product K x N of groups, 
when O"(s, r) = O"r . 

We now tum to the consideration of functions on Nand G. Our real aim 
is to show how g(G) can be obtained from g(N) , but it turns out that we 
can give our results in a more general formulation. 

4.4 Theorem. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of G with GIN compact. 
Let :T and :9' be left m-introverted subalgebras of £7~(N) and £7~(G), 
respectively. Suppose that G -+ GIN extends to a continuous homomorphism 
G!T -+ GIN. Then the following are equivalent. 

(i) N!T is compatible with G and (G x N!T)I p = G:§ . 
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(ii) ~IN = gr . 
(iii) N" is a subsemigroup of G:§ , by which we mean that, if (e,~) is the 

~-compactification of G and (el' N") is the gr-compactification of N, then 
there is a topological isomorphism rpl of N.'T into G:§ such that elN = rpl 0 el . 
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is easy Gelfand theory. (gr 9:: Cfl(N.'T) 
and ~ 9:: Cfl(G:§) , so N.'T is a closed subspace of ~ if and only if ~IN = gr . 
'Subsemigroup' uses the joint continuity property.) 

(i) implies (iii). The (continuous homomorphism) quotient map 
1C: G x N.'T ____ (G x N.'T)I p 

is injective on the compact set N.'T 9:: {e} x N.'T , so gives the topological iso-
morphism of N.'T into ~. 

(iii) implies (i). First, using (ii), we show that N.'T is compatible with G by 
defining (Js(x)(f) for s E G, x E N.'T and f E gr 9:: Cfl(N.'T) by (Js(x)(f) = 
x(g 0 (JsIN) , where g E ~, giN = f. Since every such extension g yields a 
go (Js agreeing with f 0 (Js on N, hence on N.'T, (Js(x) is well defined. (Bear 
in mind, as well, that left m-introversion implies translation invariance.) So 
G x N.'T is a semigroup (3.5), 

(s, x)(t, y) = (st, (Jt(x)y). 

Next, let KeG be compact with G = KN, and identify N.'T with its 
image in G:§, so in particular e(r) = el (r) for r EN. If v: G x N.'T ---- G:§ 
is defined by v(s, x) = e(s)x, then the argument proving (*) in 3.7 shows 
that v(e, (Js(x)) = e(s-I )xe(s) for all s E G and x E N.'T. Hence, v is a 
homomorphism and 

v(G x N.'T) = v(K x {l})v(N x {l})N.'T = v(K x {l})N.'T 

is a compact subset of ~ (by the joint continuity property of G:§) and con-
tains the dense subset e(G), so equals G:§ . 

We complete the proof that (iii) implies (i) by showing that v is just the quo-
tient map of the relation p. Observe that, if rp: G:§ ---- GIN is the continuous 
homomorphism provided by the hypotheses, then rp(N.'T) = rp((e(N))-) = {I}. 
Therefore, if s E G and e(s)x = y for some x, y E N.'T , we have rp 0 e(s) = 
rpoe(s)rp(x) = rp(y) = 1, so that e(s) E e(G)nrp-l(l) = e(N), i.e., sEN. Now, 
the following four assertions about a pair of points (s, x) , (t, y) E G x N.'T are 
equivalent: 

v(s, x) = v(t, y); 
e(s)x = e(t)y ; 
e(t-Is)x = y and rls EN; and 
(s,x)p(t,y). 0 

Using Theorem 4.4, we get the following variants of Theorem 3.9, (iii) and 
(iv). 
4.5 Corollary. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of G with GIN compact. 

(i) (G x N'1FN.9') I p 9:: G'1FN.9' if and only if 'WJ>i' .9'(G)IN = 'WJ>i' .9'(N). 
(ii) (G x NN.9') I p 9:: GN.9' if and only if J>i' .9'(G)IN = J>i' .9'(N). 

For our main result about functions we need a lemma, the ideas for which 
go back at least to Ptak [27]. 
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4.6 Lemma. Let X and Y be compact spaces, and let D be a dense subset of 
Y. Then f: X x D --+ C has a continuous extension J: X x Y --+ C if and only 
if both 

(i) for each x EX, d --+ f(x ,d) has a continuous extension to Y, and 
(ii) {f(', d) IdE D} is an equicontinuous subset of ~(X). 

Proof. If J exists, then d --+ 1(x, d) on Y extends d --+ f(x, d) on D, so 
(i) holds. Also, {1(., y) lYE Y} is a compact subset of ~, so equicontinuous; 
{f(· , d) IdE D} is a subset of this. 

Conversely, if {f(', d) IdE D} is equicontinuous, then it has norm compact 
closure in ~(X) (Arzela-Ascoli). Therefore, if {da } cD and da --+ Y E Y, 
{f(', da)} clusters at a function 1(., y) (say) in ~(X). But for each x EX, 
(i) assures us that {f(x, da)} converges to a limit which must be J(x, y) . 
Thus f(', da ) --+ 1(., y) uniformly. It is easy to see now that J is well defined 
on X x Y , extends f, and is continuous. 0 

4.7 Theorem. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of G with G / N compact. 
Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 hold and that N'7 is a subsemigroup 
of c? (and therefore that (i), (ii) and (iii) of 4.4 hold). Let KeG be compact 
with K N = G. Write 1): K x N.'T --+ G:9' for the quotient map K x N.'T --+ 

(K x N.'T)/p ~ c? 
Let f: K x N --+ C be continuous. Then f = g 0 1) for some g E Jl if and 

only if the following three conditions hold: 
(i) f is constant on p-classes; 
(ii) for each s E K, f(s, .) E !T; and 
(iii) {f(', r) IrE N} is equicontinuous. 

Proof. Start with g E Jl. Let g be its continuous extension to G:9' (i.e., let 
g E ~(c?) be such that B*(g) = g). Then J := go 1) extends f := go 1) to 
K x N.'T. Since f = go 1), (i) holds. Since f extends to K x N.'T, (ii) and 
(iii) come from Lemma 4.6. 

Conversely, suppose that (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Lemma 4.6 tells us that f 
has a continuous extension J to K x N.'T. If we prove that J is constant 
on p-classes, it will follow that J = go 1) for some g E ~(G:9') and hence 
that f = g 0 1) for some g E Jl. So take (s, x) p (t, y) in K x N.'T , so 
that t-Is E Nand BI(t-IS)X = y. (As in 4.4, BI: N --+ N.'T is the evaluation 
mapping.) Find {ra} C N with BI(ra) --+ x. Then 

Xa := BI(t-l sra ) --+ BI(t-IS)X. 

By definition, (s, BI (ra)) p (t, xa). By hypothesis (i), f(s, BI (ra)) = f(t, xa) . 
By continuity, 1(s, x) = J(t, y), as required. 0 

From 4.7 and 3.10, with the help of 4.4, we get 
4.8 Theorem. Let N be a closed normal subgroup of G with G / N compact. 
Let K £;; G be compact with KN = G. Define r: K x N --+ G by r(s, r) = sr. 
Let g: K x N --+ C be a continuous function that is constant on p-classes, so 
that g = for for some continuous f: G --+ C . 

(i) f E 2'~(G) if and only if g(s,') E 2'~(N) for each s E K and 
{g(. , r) IrE N} is equicontinuous. 
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(ii) Suppose that Ys;( 9'(G)IN = Ys;( 9'(N). Then f E Ys;( 9'(G) ifand only 
if g(s, .) E Ys;( 9'(N) for each s E K and {g(., r) IrE N} is equicontinuous. 

(iii) Suppose that s;( 9'(G)IN = s;( 9'(N). Then f E s;( 9'(G) if and only if 
g(s, .) E s;( 9'(N) for each s E K and {g(., r) IrE N} is equicontinuous. 

(iv) f E [g(G) if and only if g(s, .) E g(N) for each s E K and {g(., r) I 
r E N} is equicontinuous. 

(v) f E 9'[g(G) if and only if g(s, .) E 9'[g(N) for each s E K and 
{g(., r) IrE N} is equicontinuous. 

(vi) f E LJ./Y(G) if and only if there is a maximal subalgebra L c 
Lf'/y(N) with g(s,·) E L for each s E K, and also {g(., r) IrE N} is 
equicontinuous. 
Proof. These follow from the theorems cited. 0 

Another characterization of these functions on G = K N can be given in 
terms of vector-valued functions on N. For example, let f E .?~ (G) and de-
fine g on K x N by g(s, r) = f(sr) ,i.e., g = for, as above. Define F: N -+ 

~(K) by F(r) = g(., r). As in [4, 4.4.21], we say that F E .?~(N, ~(K)) if 
(1) IILraF - LrJFII := sup II F(ra r) - F(rlr) II 

rEN 

. - sup IF(rar)(s) - F(rlr)(s)1 -+ 0 whenever r a -+ rl . 
rEN, sEK 

But the absolute value above is just If(srar) - f(srlr)l, which tends to 0 uni-
formly in sand r, since srar(srlr)-I -+ e uniformly in sand r. (The last 
claim holds, since G is a topological group; then the second last holds, since 
f E '?~(G).) Thus F E .?~(N, ~(K)). 

We define three spaces of continuous functions from N into ~(K). To 
begin, the range of each function F considered is norm relatively compact in 
~(K) (equivalently, by Arzela-Ascoli, {F(r) IrE N} is bounded and equicon-
tinuous); hence, F is norm bounded. The definitions are completed as in [4]. 

(i) F E .?~(N, ~(K)) if (1) above is satisfied. 
(ii) FE Ys;( 9'(N, ~(K)) if the set of right translates RNF := {RrF IrE 

N} of F is weakly relatively compact in ~(N, ~(K)). 
(iii) FES;(9'(N, ~(K)) if RNF isnormrelativelycompactin ~(N, ~(K)). 
Analogues of these definitions and of the next result can be devised for [g , 

9'[g and LJ./Y, and for other spaces. The devoted reader will devise some 
of these. 
4.9 Theorem. Let G, N, K, r, g, and f be as in Theorem 4.8. Define 
F: N -+ ~(K) by F(r) = g(., r). 

(i) f E '?~(G) if and only if F E .?~(N, ~(K)). 
(ii) f E Ys;( 9'(G) if and only if FE Ys;( 9'(N, ~(K)). 
(iii) f E s;( 9'(G) if and only if FE s;( 9'(N, ~(K)). 

Proof. (i) The proof in one direction is given above. Suppose that 
F E .?~(N, ~(K)) 

and s E K. Since g(s, r) = F(r)(s) = f(sr) , (1) and the sentence following 
show directly that g(s, .) E .?~(N), so f E '?~(G), by 4.8(i). 

(ii) If f E Ys;( 9'( G) and satisfies Grothendieck's double limit criterion 
(DLC) [15, or 4, p. 139] for weak almost periodicity on G,. it follows immedi-
ately that each g(s, .) satisfies DLC on N, so FE Ys;( 9'(N, ~(K)) (4.8(ii)). 
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With a small amount of extra work, the converse is a consequence of Theorem 
3 in [23]. Put X = ~(K) and C = N, and let D be the evaluation functionals 
on ~(K) by members of K in the cited theorem. If F E Y.9/ .9(N, ~(K)), 
DLC implies that each g(s, .) E Y.9/ .9(N) , hence f E Y.9/ .9(G) (4.8(ii)). 

(iii) It is easy to verify directly that f E .9/ .9( G) implies that 
FE.9/ .9(N, ~(K)). 

The converse follows from 4.8(iii). 0 

5. EXAMPLES 

We begin by looking at some specializations of our main results. 
5.1. The most awkward hypotheses in our theorems are that compactifications 

of N should be compatible with G and that s ---- as should be (in some sense) 
continuous. These conditions are trivially satisfied if as is the identity for all 
s E G. This is equivalent to 

(i) N c Z(G), the algebraic centre of G, and it is therefore obviously 
satisfied if 

(ii) G is commutative. Under condition (i), for any property P, 
(G x N.9')1 p ~ G.9' (Theorem 3.7), including the cases dealt with in Theorems 
3.9 and 3.10. If the compactification G ---- GIN has property P, then each 
function in .9(N) extends to a function in .9(G) (Theorem 4.4). By Theorem 
4.2, minimal ideals of G.9' (etc.) can be obtained from minimal ideals of N.9' 
(etc.); as noted in Remark 4.3(i), we also get 

A(G.9') = Ko' A(N.9') = A(N.9') • Ko. 

5.2. Another special case is when GIN is finite. In this situation it is usually 
easy to extend functions on N to functions on G just by taking left translates 
onto the individual cosets. Theorem 4.2 then tells us that (G x N.9')1 p ~ G.9' . 
This holds for the cases dealt with in Theorems 3.9 and 3.10. Theorem 4.6 says 
that a function f: G ---- C is in .9(G) if and only if r ---- g(sr) is in .9(N) 
for each s E G (that is, g is the left translate of a .9( G) function on each 
coset) and {s ---- g(sr) IrE N} is equicontinuous on some compact set K with 
K N = G; since GIN is finite, we can take K finite, and this latter condition 
is vacuous. 

An example of this case is obtained by taking K to be a finite subgroup of 
the circle group '][' and N = C , and G to be the semidirect product C x K (a 
subgroup of the euclidean group of the plane ex '][', as in 5.5). 

5.3. Let us take a very specific example, G = JR, N = Z. If we take 
K = [0, 1] c JR, then K + N = G. Since G is abelian, we are in the case 
5.1(ii). 

We show how our theorems apply by looking at the Y~-compactification. 
Since Z is discrete, Z2''?f' = pZ. If we regard Z as a subset of pZ, then 1 + x 
and x + 1 are defined for each x E PZ and 1 + x = x + 1. (Here 1 E z, of 
course.) The equivalence relation p on [0, 1] x PZ is given by (s, x) p (t, y) 
if and only if -t + s E Z and -s + t + x = y. Since s, t E [0, 1], this means 
that either (s, x) = (t, y), or s = 1, t = 0 and y = x + 1, or s = 0, t = 1 
and x = y + 1. So the only nontrivial equivalence classes are of the form 
{(I, x), (0, x + I)}. This says that JR2''?f' is obtained from PZ by adjoining a 
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unit interval between each pair of points x and x + I in PZ Uust as lR itself 
can be obtained from Z). 

According to 5.1, minimal left ideals in lR2'~ are obtained by taking minimal 
left ideals in PZ and adjoining a unit interval between x and x + 1 for each 
x. The same is true of A(lR2'~); but A(PZ) is Z, so A(lR2'~) is lR. It follows 
too that lR2'~ has precisely 2c minimal left ideals and 2c minimal right ideals, 
and contains a copy of the free group on 2c generators, for these facts are true 
for PZ (as for pN [19]). 

Now let g be a function on lR. For g to be in 2'~(lR), it is necessary 
and sufficient that n ---- g(t + n) is in 2'~(Z) for each t E [0, 1] (a vacuous 
condition, since 2'~(Z) consists of all bounded functions on Z) and that 
{t ---- g(t + n) I n E Z} is equicontinuous on [0, 1] (Theorem 4.8). 

Similar results hold for other compactifications of lR. For example, 
lRwsl9' = ([0,1] x ZWsl9')/p. 

The recent results of Ruppert [28] on idempotents in ZWsl9' therefore hold for 
lR, too. His constructions of functions in WJt/ 9'(Z) can be used to produce 
functions in WJt/ 9'(lR). If g E WJt/ 9'(Z) , write x E lR in the form x = t + n 
with t E [0, 1], define 

f(x) = (1 - t)g(n) + tg(n + 1), 

and apply Theorem 4.8.) 
Analogues of these conclusions about lR = [0, 1] + Z hold for lRn = [0, l]n + zn. 
5.4. Here is a trivial example. If K and N are locally compact groups with 

K compact, then the direct product G = K x N satisfies our conditions. 
5.5. The euclidean group (or motion group) of the plane is an interesting 

example, G = C x 'JI' with 

(z, W)(ZI' wJ) = (z + WZI, wwJ). 

Here the normal subgroup N = C x {I} ~ C. Then Jt/ 9' (G) IN ¥ Jt/ 9' (N) [6, 
24], so Gsl9' '1- (G x Csl9')/ p (4.5(ii)). Csl9' is compatible with G, so it is 
the continuity of s ---- (Js, as required in 3.9(iv), that must fail to hold. From 
[6, 24], we can similarly conclude that GWsl9' '1- (G x CWsl9')/ p, and that the 
continuity of s ---- (Js, as required by 3.9(iii), also fails to hold. 

We exhibit two compactifications of C that are not compatible with G. 
(i) Let the compactification (Ij/, 'JI') of C be given by Ij/(z) = Ij/(x+iy) = e ix • 

For compatibility, we need the convergence of {e iXn } = {(eirn} in 'JI' to imply 
the convergence of 

{(J(z,w)(Ij/(xn ))} = {Ij/«-z/w, w-I)(xn , l)(z, w))} = {(eiCOSqlyn}, 

where W = e iql . Kronecker's Theorem [18] says explicitly that this will not 
happen if ei and ei cos qI are linearly independent, i.e., if cos rp E lR \ Q . 

(ii) We can modify the compactification in (i) and get one that is injective on 
C. The left m-introverted subalgebra g- of 2'~(C) that (Ij/, 'JI') corresponds 
to (i.e., Ij/*(~('JI')) is just the set of C-valued functions x + iy ---- f(x) , where 
f is continuous and has period 2n. The direct sum g- EB ~(C) is also left 
m-introverted, and its resulting compactification is injective and not compatible 
with G. (~ is the algebra of continuous functions vanishing at infinity.) 
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The existence of noncompatible compactifications like these does not impede 
the conclusions (G x C2"?f,)/ p ~ G2'w, (G x Cg )/ p ~ ~, (G x C.9g)/ p ~ 
~,and (G x CL )/ p ~ aL (3.9 and 3.10), even though 

!T c g(e) c 9'g(e) c L(e) c 2'~(e) 
and !T EEl ~(e) c 2'~(e). We pose a question: if (G x N.9)/ p ~ ~ for 
some property P, does it follow that there is a compactification (If!, X) of N 
with 1f!*(~(X)) c 9'(N) that is not compatible with G? 
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